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Quasi-symmetric Domains and j-algebras 
Rune Zelow{Lundquis~ 
We want to characterize the quasi-symmetric domains among the 
bounded homogeneous domains.To do that, we use the j-algebraic 
description of bounded homogeneous domains given in the book by 
Pyatetskii-Shapiro. This book gives the realization of such a 
domain as a Siegel domain, constructed by means a so-called j-alge-
bra· of the bounded homogeneous domain. We find necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for the cone of the Siegel domain to be self-dual 
and for Satake's quasi-symmetry condition to be satisfied. S~lf­
duality of the cone occurs when a certain algebra is a Jordan algebra. 
This j-algebraic characterization is the result of an attempt to 
. give a geometric characterization of quasi-symmetric domains. 
1 . 
§1. Introduction. 
According to Pyatetskii-Shapiro ([9]), if V is a bounded 
homogeneous domain, then there is a solvable group which acts 
simply transitively on V. 
group, then OJ = i + j { + U , 
of the complex structure on 
If Off 
where 
v' { 
J 
1S the Lie algebra of 
1S the pull-back to 
1S an abelian ideal of 
j ( 1s a subalgebra of '1' , ['U, ,U ] c ( [ j { ;u:.] c 'l.C and 
this 
co ' 
[ ( ,tc. J = 0 • The algebra oa-- is a normal j -algebra in the sense 
that: 
(I) ad X : ~ + ~ has only real characteristic roots for all 
X EOJ'· 
(II) The endomorphism J satisfies j 2 = - Id and 
[X,Y] + j [jX,Y] + j [X,jY] - [jX,jY] = 0 YX,Y €or. 
(III) There exists a linear form w on ocr such that 
wC [jX,X]) > 0 if X* 0 and wC [jX,jY]) = wC [X,Y)) . 
Remarks: 1) The identity 1n (II) is the standard integrability 
condition for the complex structure. 
2) Koszul showed that we can find a form w such that 
w([X,Y]) = Im h(X,Y) , where h lS the Bergman metric on V 
(pulled back from v to after choosing a base point 
1n V). (See [9], [7]) 
By (III) we get the real positive definite inner product 
<X,Y> = w([jX,Y]) = Re h(X,Y) on OJ'. (See Remark 2) 
As shown by Pyatetskii-Shapiro, we have 
~ = ,f\ + ~' , vector space direct sum, 
where oh = [DJ'"<\'f , the orthogonal complement of [~, oa- ] is 
0 
an abelian subalgebra, [OJ,~)= I:~a with ck«.= {XE['1'0J')I[H,X] = 
a(H)X YH e~} , where the root a is a linear form on{, . He also 
2 . 
shows that if a 1 , ... ,ap are all the roots a such that 
ji c t , then 
a 
~ = j{ + • • • + j" and dim~ = p , and further 
a1 ap 
that all roots are of the form ak ' 
1 2ak with 1 ~ k ~ p ' 
~(ak±am) with 1 ~k<m~p. We have 
We have j~l(a +a ) = 
'
1 (a -a ) and j~la = ~1 • 2 k m 2 k m 2 k 2ak 
then we get the above mentioned decomposition. It is easy to 
see that and that -{ 
a 
1. 'C.6 for a * B • Also 
1 , and there is an element Ek E k such that 
ak 
[ j Ek 'Ek] = Ek . We let also 
sentation of the subalgebra 
E := E 1 + • • • + Ep . 
j 1, on the ideal 
The adjoint repre-
gives a corres-
ponding representation of the simply connected group go whose 
Lie algebra 1s j(. Then ([9]) n :=~0 • E is an open, convex 
cone in { with vertex at the origin, and not containing a whole 
straight line. By construction n is homogeneous, 1.e. 
Gl(n) := {g EGl({)!gn =n} is transitive on n. 
The space 'lt 1s a complex vector space with complex structure 
j , and we define the hermitian form F : 'lC x 7.fo + ( t by 
Fe ) 1[. J 1.[ ] u 'v : = 4 J u 'v + 41 u 'v ' 
where i = 1=1 . CAl though ( !C is isomorphic to ( + j (, , we 
don't identify, in order to avoid confusions.) 
Then VCn,F) := {(z,u) E{!Cx'lt!Im z-F(u,u)En} is a Siegel domain 
([9]). (Thus F(u,u) EQ'-{0} for u* 0 .) If § is the simply 
connected group with Lie algebra~, then ([9]) there is a repre-
sentation ~ :j + Aff!C((!C xU:) with a commutative diagram 
~ =-f+ j '( +'LC. ~ Olff({~ xtt) 
exp l lexp 
Aff ( (!£ xU:) , 
where the upper cp 1s cf>(X+jY+W)(z,u) := ([jY,z] +~[W,u]­
%[W,ju] +X, [jY ,u] + W) 
We have for instance 
ad'Y ad'Y 
exp jY: (z,y) -+ (e J •z, e J •u) for y E { 
exp (X+W): (z,u) .-. (z+2if(u,W) +X+ iF(W,W), u + W) 
for XE(, WE'll. 
It is not difficult to see that 9 1s simply transitive on 
V(n ,F) , and that, since g lS also simply transitive on V, 
V is biholomorphic to VCn ,F) . 
We want to find out when VCn,F) =: V is quasi-symmetric 
(see below for definition). Since quasi-symmetry involves a 
self-adjoint cone, we first investigate self-adjointness with 
3 • 
respect to < , > i.e. we try to find out when n* = n , where 
We want to use the result of 
Vinberg about the connection between such cones and Jordan algeb~as 
( [11] ) . For that we need a base point ~ E n of the following type: 
If. q\{Cn) is the Lie algebra of Gl(n) : = {g E Gl(o{) I gn = n} , then 
OJ{ ( n) = ~ + p , where ~ is the Lie algebra of { g E Gl ( n) I g~ = ~} , 
and with~= {XE"(\{Cn)IX 1 =-X} and p = {XE~.fCn)IX 1 =X}, de-
noting the transpose with respect to < , > • We have ad j{c ~l ( n) 
by the representation of 9o 1n Gl(n) If X E j (, , then 
ad X- (ad X) 1 E {. , and by vary1ng X E j 1, we try to find ~ such that 
( ad X) ~ = ( ad X) 1 ~ • In other words we have 
( 1 ) < [X, ~] , L > = < ~ , [X, L] > VX E j{ , VL E 1, 
no roo/\ 
4. 
We have j C = i j ( + l: h l ( _ . ) , and it is easy to see that 
1 a k k<m 2: a.k am 
(ad J.E )' -k - ad jEk so we try XE~l(a -ab). Let 
2 a 
~ = l: s. Ek + l: Yk , with 
K k<m m 
and 
have then 
[X'~] 
We 
the other terms being zero since the sum of two roots is not 
always a root. For instance is ~(aa-ab)+a 1,/\ if 1 * b 
no root if b * k ,m . 
If L = l:t 1 E1 + l: L lS the decomposition of L u<v uv 
the orthogonality of the root spaces we have 
+ l: < [ X 'yb ] ' L > + l: < [ X 'ykb] ' L k > 
m>b m am k<b a 
k*a 
Similarly, <[X,L] ,~ > = sa<[X,Lab] ,Ea> + tb<[X,Eb] ,Yab> 
+ r: < [ X ' Lb ] 'y > + r: < [ X ' Lkb ] 'y k > . 
m>b m am k<b a 
k*a 
and 
then by 
Putting other t = 0 VL 
c uv = 0 ' we get by (1): 
Now ! [ X , Yab] E { , so [ X , Y b] = A E , s orne 
aa a a 
We see A = 0 , so [X,Yab] = 0 VX Elf~<~a-«b) . In particular, 
since J·y E ~ , we see by (III) in the definition of a ab ~l(a -a ) 2 a b 
j-algebra that Yab = 0 . Then (1) reduces to 
= s <[X,L b],E >, a a a 
a < b . 
Now by axiom (II) for j-algebras, we have 0 = [X,Eb] +j[jX,Eb] 
+ j [X,jEb] - [jX,jEb] = [X,Eb]+O- j (-~X)+ ~jX = [X,Eb] + jX, since 
~(aa+ab) + a.b is no root. So 
( 2) for X E '~ (a. -a. ) 
a b 
5. 
'Then <[X,Eb] ,Lab> = w[j [X,Eb] ,LJ = w[X,Lab] , and similar'11y 
<[X,L b] ,E > = w[jE , [X,L b]] = w[X,L b] , since [X,L b] = I.E 
a a a a a a a 
some I. , and hence [jE , [X,L b]J = I. [jE ,E ] = I.E = [X,L b]. 
a a a a a a 
VXEh,( )'VLb 2 a.a-a.b a 
a < b In particular, X = j Lab gives (sb-sa)1Lab1 2 = 0 
'l Lab E {, ( . ) . So 
2 a.a+a.b 
( 3 ) 'l(a. +a. ) * (0) .,. sa= sb. 
2 a b 
Suppose now that V lS indecomposable, i.e. not biholomorphic 
to a product of two bounded, homogeneous domains. Then ([4] ,[5]) 
also Q is indecomposable, i.e. not a product of two cones. 
If not sa= sb va,b, then by (3) the integers 1, ... ,p are 
divided into several groups J 1 , ••• ,Jr , say, such that k E J i 1 , 
mEJl. 2 , i 1 *i 2 , implies {,( + ) = (0). Then t' = ( $•••$( , 2 a.k am 1 r 
where C = I: { + I: ~ 1 ( ) , and similarly then 
v k E J a.k l<<m 2 a.k+a.m 
v k,mEJv 
j i = j L $ • • • $j '[ , Lie algebra direct sum. (Use the fact that 1 r 
a sum of two roots is not always a root.) Further, writing 
with 
for ]J * \) . We see that 
E(v) = I: E 
kEJ k 
\) 
Q = Q X• • •XQ 1 r 
we have 
where 
(ad j { ) ( E ( v ) ) = 0 
]J 
n v = { gE( v )I g E 9o< v)} 
being the simply connected group corresponding to j( . 
\) 
(See above construction of Q .) We have a contradiction to the 
indecomposabili ty of V , hence s 1 = • • • = sp =: s , i.e. ~ = sE 
Since Q lS a cone with vertex at the origin, the point E will 
do as a base point, just as good as ~ So we take E as a 
base point. 
6 • 
§2. Two important mappings; R and T. 
We now compute the mapping T: f-+ f , defined by T E = a . 
a 
Observe that f c ~{. ( ~) c OJl (~) , and that f 3 X -+ XE E (_ is a 
linear isomorphism. Indeed, since ~ is homogeneous, we have 
dim r = dim ~ = dim { , and also XE = 0 for X E ca-fe~) implies 
XE{, 
00 tixiE 
since ( exp tX)E = r: 
. ' = 
E Vt E :R in this case. 
i=o l.
So T lS well-defined. (See also [10],[11].) 
We stated above that (ad jEk)' = ad jEk . Indeed, we have: 
( i) and 
<El,[jEk,Em]> = 0km<El,Em> = 0km0 lm = 0kl 0 lm' 
where 6'-t is the Kronecker delta. 
(ii) If Z E~l(a +a), s<m, then 
2 s m 
(iii) 
So 
(4) 
Now let 
If also Y E { 1 ( + ) , t < n , then 
2 at an 
Further 
T E = ad j Ek : L -+ ( . 
k 
X:= ad jLab: l-+ l with 
( = 0 if ( t, n) * ( s , m) ) , 
(= 0 if (t,n) * (s,m)). 
Hence 
Lab E kl (a +a ) ' a < b . 
2 a b 
We want to calculate ~(X+X')E. 
One computes that for and Yk E ~ 1 ( + ) , we have 
m 2 ak am 
( 5 ) 
<(X+X' )E , EskEk + I: Yk. > k<m m 
by uslng the description of roots and the orthogonality of root 
spaces. 
7 0 
Just as we proved (2), or by (2), we can prove 
for Lab E kl(a. +a. ) 
2 a b 
( 6) 
Further [jEa,[jLab'yab]] = [jLab'yab] , since the last bracket 
lies in fta.a. So <Ea,[jLab'yab]> = w[jEa,[jLab'yab]] = 
Putting this and (6) into (5)) we get 
<(X+X' )E' rskEk + k~myab> = 2<Lab'yab>. 
by the orthogonality of root spaces. 
So ~(X+X' )E = Lab , 
This means, since X+X' E f , that 
( 7 ) 
where transpose is with respect to <,>one 
Now ( 4) can also be written in this form, so generally 
( 8) T L = ~ [ad j L + (ad j L) '] : ( -t { for L E e. 
Since the computation of Sa take's map R: <~End«: (tc) 1s 
similar, and since we need it later, we compute jt now. The map 
is defined by 2<E,F(RLu,v)> = <L,F(u,v)>, where F 1s the above 
defining map for V. Here <, > on { «: is the bilinear ext ens ion 
of <,> on ( Since is «:-linear, we have 
for u EU. . And then 
4<L,F(u,v) > = <L, [ju,v] > + i<L, [u,v] > , 
Replacing u by JU , we see that 
( 9 ) 2<E, [RLu,v] > = <L, [u,v] > Vu,v E lt 
characterizes RL . 
Let L = I: s 1 E1 + I: Lk be the decomposition of L E f. , and let 1 k<m m 
with 
8 • 
Then (9) lS 
Here we put first L = Ek , and get 
If m * k and for v - 0 1 - 1 * m , then 2 <E , [ w , v ]> = 0 V v m m m m 
Since is proportional to we see 0 Vv 
m 
Then 
[wm,vm] 
v = jw 
m m 
implies 0 = w(O) = w([w ,jw ]) 
m m 
so w = 0 
m 
as above, that 
So 
( 11 ) 
Now 1 e t L = Lkm , k < m • 
Then 2 <E , [ w , v ] > = 0 V v 
s s s s 
Let s *k,m and v -o 1 - for 
As above, we conclude that 
So 2<Ek' [wk,vk] > + 2<Em' [wm,vm] > = <Lkm' [uk,vm] + [um,vk] >. 
vm = 0 implies 2<Ek1[wk,vk] > = <Lkm' [um,vk] >. Let 
w( [wk,vk]) = -w( [j 2 wk,vk]) = -<jwk,vk>. Further 
1 * s 
= 0 
Then 
[jLk,m' [um,vk]] = [ [jLkm'um] ,vk] since ~(ak-am) + ~ak is no root. 
And, by using axiom(II)and the form of the roots, we get 
( 1 2) for 
Putting all this into the equation for wk , we get 
So 
( 1 3) 
= ~[jLk ,ju ] = ~j[jLk ,u] m m m m 
= ~ [ j Lk , u ] . m m 
(see (12)). Hence 
. <r-
~·Ufla-j 
( 0\ •i'-W.T I.V..J) 
If, instead, we put vk = 0 , then we get an equation for 
and a similar calculation g1ves 
( 14) w = 1 (ad J. L ) 1 ( u ) , where 
m 2 km k lS transpose 
with respect to <, > on tc 
By the form of the roots, we see that (13) can be written 
w 
m 
wk = ~[jLkm,u] , and likewise (take the inner product with 
an arbitrary element of lt ) wm = ~(ad j Lkm) 1 ( u) So 
( 1 5) R1 = ~ [ ad j Lk + ( ad j Lk ) 1 ] • km m m 
9. 
Also (11) can be written ln this form. For [jEk,u] = ~uk, and 
similarly (adjEk) 1 (u) = ~uk since <(adjEk) 1 (u),v>=<u,[jEk,v]> 
= ~<u, vk > = <~uk, v > Vv E U' • Hence 
( 1 6 ) R1 = ~ [ad j L + (ad j 1)1 ] : 1( + 1C. V L E { , 
where is the transpose with respect to . <, > on U 
(Compare with (8).) 
§3. Jordan Structure 
If the homogeneous cone Q is self-adjoint with respect to 
<, > , then (. is a Jordan algebra ( [ 1 0], [ 11] ) with the product 
ab := T b . 
a 
where okl is the Kronecker delta, as before. 
Hence. the Ek 1 s are orthogonal idempotents. Similarly LabEk 
0 if k:t:a,b 
= EkLab = TEkLab = [jEk,Lab] = tL l'f , .I -
2 ab k = a,b .. , where LabE q ~(aa+ab)' 
And LabLkm = ~[ad jLab+(ad jLab) 1 ]Lkm for Lkm E (~(ak+am) . 
-Now b=k,m, and similarly (adjLab) 1 Lkm=O 
unless a = k ,m , as one sees by taking inner products with arbitrary 
1 0. 
elements of t . We then get: 
~ ~(ad jLab) 'L E "- 2c + ) (i) LabLrna. = 
rna. 2 am ab 
(ii) L L = ~(ad jLab) 'L E ( 2 ( + ) ab am am 2 am ab for b ::f:m 
...... 
E (~(am+aa) (iii) LabLrnb = HjLab'Lrnb J (17) for a =1= m 
~ 
E {~(a +a ) (iv) Lablom = HjLab,~m] 
a m 
(vi) L T" - 0 otherwise . ab-km -
In (v) we let [jLab'Lab] = AEa 
<Lab'Lab) = w[jLab'Lab] = Aw(Ea) 
...... 
and (ad jLab) 'Lab = ~Eb . Then 
and ~w(Eb) = ~w[jEb,Eb] = 
Hence 
( 1 8) 
In fact we have, for Yk E ~ 1 ( ) , s 1 E R m 2 ak+am 
( 19) 
(20) 
(ad jLab)' ( I: s1E1+ I: Ykm) = (ad jLab) 'Y b + s (ad jLab) 'E + I: (adjLab) 'Y l k<m a a a m::f:b am 
+ I: (adjLab) 'Yma , 
m<a 
. h 1st . -1 wlt --term ln ~ , 
ab 
and the other terms as 
So if Lab =1= 0 , then 
p =I= ( 0) J'.L..2(a +a ) 
2 a b 
m>a 
2nd . -f 
- term ln 12.... 1 ( + ) , 2 aa ab 
ln (17) above. 
11 • 
If V is indecomposable, then the argument that gave us the 
base point of Q also gives us: 
V indecomposable and Q self-adjoint with respect to <, > 
( 21 ) implies wCE 1 ) = ••• =w(Ep) =: K > 0, 
and 1 -1 . "' Lab Lab = 2 K (Lab' Lab >(Ea +Eb) . 
The commutativity of the Jordan product glves us the contitions: 
"' "' (i) (ad j L b) 1 L = [jL ,L b] a rna rna a 
"' "' ( 2 2) (ii) (ad jL b) 1 L = (ad j L ) 1 L 
ab ' b*m a am am 
...., 
"' (iii) [jLab'LmbJ = [ j Lmb 'Lab] a*m 
These conditions are, however, always satisfied for a normal 
j-algebra; the last one by axiom(I~, and the first two are easily 
verified by taking inner products. (One shows for instance (i), 
and then that (i) implies (ii).) 
To formulate a proposition, we need some terminology: Let us 
represent an element X E ( 1 ( ) 
2 a.a+a.b by a line 
a b 
X 
with indices 
at the vertices to indicate the root space X is taken from. When 
forming a product XY (see below), we write a b c X y if 
Y E h 1 ( ) and a * c , etc.. ~ve can also have a product 
2 a.b+a.c 
X 
~b if X and Y lie in the same root space. The first 
y 
Product is to be an element of ~ the last an element of -~l(a. +a)' 
2 a c 
We also drop the indices at the vertices of the graphs 
if we are interested only in how the elements are "connected". We 
then have 
Proposition 1 
Let ( ~ =l+jl+tc, j ,w) be a normal j-algebra. Define a product 
1 2 • 
{ 0 if k* a,b 
= Lab~ : = 1 ' (Lab€ k 1(,... +"' )), 
2Lab if k = a,b 2 ""a ""b 
on ( by 
the equation in (21) with some K > 0, and the equations (17 i, ii, 
iii, iv, vi). Extend this product by linearity to { . Th.en ( is 
a compact (formally real) Jordan algebra with this product if and. 
only if the conditions (A) and (B) below are satisfied. If so, the 
unit element is E = E + • • • + E , the E 1 s 1 p k being orthogonal 
idempotents. 
Conditions: 
(A) For elements connected as • X • y • Z • , we have (XY)Z = X(YZ) . 
(A partial associativity condition) 
X 
(B) For elements connected as ~ , we have 
y 
X(YZ) +Y(XZ) = (XY)Z, 1.e. 
X(YZ) + Y(XZ) 1 -I = 4K <X,Y>Z 
Remarks: (1) Condition (A) is always satisfied in certain cases: 
Let X E ( 1 ( ) , Z E e, ) . If the lines below represent 2 aa+ab '~ac+ad 
Y, then (A) is satisfied in all but the 4 heavily drawn cases: 
_?----~ "'-' 
a < b < 'c < ,d , ~ a<c<b<d, As an example, 
consider the case a c ~y~ 
( XY) Z = ~(ad j Z) 1 (ad j X) 1 Y 
it. And similarly X(YZ) 
in the first figure. We have 
, using (22) and the statement following 
= ~(ad jX) 1 (ad jZ) 1 Y . These elements lie 
in ~ so let ~(ab+ad) ' W E { 1 ( ) too. Then we have to check 2 ab+ad 
that < [ j X , gz , W11 , Y > = <[jZ,[jX,WJ] ,Y>. We have [jX,[jZ,W]] = 
[jZ,[jX,W]] , using the form of the roots, proving the statement. 
The other cases are similar. 
1 3 • 
( 2) If X, Y € h 1 ( + ) , a < b , and Z € ( 1 ( ) , c < d , 
2 aa ab 2 ac+ad 
then condition (B) is satisfied if d =a or c = b . This is also 
easy to prove. Then there are 4 cases left also for (B). 
Indication of proo·f of Proposition 1 : Unfortunately, the complete 
proof seems to require the application of brutal force to check 
numerous cases (see below), at least the way the author proved it. 
But we indicate what has to be done. First of all, the product 
defined is commutative, as is seen by (22) and the statement follow-
lng it. The best way then seems to be to use Vinberg's lemma ([11]): 
Let AX:Y + XY and 
(X, Y) := a ( XY) = tr AXY 
a< X) := tr Ax .• If the bilinear form 
is positive definite on e ' and if 
where [X,Z,Y] ~ X(ZY)- (XZ)Y , then t lS a compact (hence 
formally real) Jordan algebra. (Compact means exactly that(,) 
is positive definite.) The converse is also true: (23) is satis-
fied by a Jordan algebra. So we first prove that (,) > 0, then we 
check (23) and get the necessary and sufficient conditions (A) and 
(B) : Let X E .g_ 1 ( + ) , 
2 aa ab 
multiplication table, that 
a < b . For 
XY has no 
Y € ~ c ( one sees, by the 
a 
component in { . Hence 
a 
cr(X) = 0 • Further, the multiplication properties of Ek shows 
that cr(Ek) = 
( 1 =dim' ) . 
ak 
=I: sk2 Ek+ I: (sk+s )Lk + I: ~K- 1 1Lk I2 CEk+E) +X k k<m m m k<m m m 
where X € I: -&. l ( +a ) . Then ( I: skEk+ I: Lk , I: skEk+ I: Lk ) = k<m 2 ak m k k<m m k k<m m 
i { sk2 +! K -l I: I Llk ~ 2 + ~ K- 1 I: I L : I 2 } a ( Ek) > 0 if I: skEk+ I: Lk =t= 0 . 
k=1 l<k l>k l<:l k k<m m 
So (,) > 0 . The identity ( 2 3) means that for all X, Y, Z, W € f. , 
we have 
1 4 • 
(24) X(Y(ZW))-Y(X(ZW)) = Z[X(YW)-Y(XW)]+W[X(YZ)-Y(XZ)] , 
using the commutativity of the product. 
We check (24) in different cases: An element of ( is said Cl.k 
to be of "type I", and an element of ( !Ca.k+a.m) ' k<m, is said 
to be of "type II". The identity (24) lS anti-symmetric ln X 
and y ' and symmetric in z and 'rJ ' and therefore it suffices 
to check the cases indicated in the following table: 
Case 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
X I I I I I I II II II 
y I I I II II II II II II 
z I I II I ' I II I I II 
w I II II I II II I II II 
This is straightforward but spacetime consuming, so we just 
indicate what happens. Only the cases 6, 8 and 9, especially 
the last, are somewhat co~p-licated. In cases 6 and 8 the identity 
(24) is satisfied because of conditions (A) and (B), and because 
we have the following: 
For elements X,Y,Z connected as ~ z , we have 
( 2 5) <XY, Z > = <YZ , X> = <ZX, Y > . 
a<b<c!\ Proof: Let the elements be as indicated a X b Y c ln ............... ; ;7 '/\ Then by 
axiom(II) and the form of roots, we have j [jX,Y] = [jX,jY] • 
Therefore <XY ,Z> = !w[j [jX,Y] ,Z] = !w[ [jX,jY] ,Z] = !w[jX, [jY ,Z]] 
= <X,YZ>, since [jX,Z] = 0 because of the form of the roots. 
Similarly, <XY,Z> = !<[jX,Y] ,Z> = !<Y,(adjX)'Z> = <Y,XZ>. (The 
first case could also be proved like this.) q.e.d. 
1 5. 
In case 9 we get several conditions, but they are all satisfied 
because of (25) and conditions (A) and (B): 
Two-term conditions: 
(i) X(YU)-Y(XU) 0 with X, Y and u := zw X u y = connected as 
(ii) Z[X(YW)-Y(XW)] = 0 with X w 
y 
X,Y,W connected as 
(iii) W[X(YZ)-Y(XZ)] = 0 with X z 
y 
X·, Y, Z connected as 
These conditions are all satisfied because of (A). 
(iv) Z ( X ( YW) ) = ( ( Z X) Y) W with X,Y,Z,H z X y w connected as 
We have Z(X(YW)) = Z((XY)W) = (Z(XY))W = ((ZX)Y)W because of (A). 
(v) X(Y( ZW)) = Z ( X(YW)) with X, Y, Z, W connected as Z W Y X 
Interchange X and W in (iv) and observe that ttJ(YX) = X(YW) by (A). 
Three-term conditions: 
(i) X(Y(ZW))-Y(X(ZW))+W(Y(XZ)) = 0 with diagram ~ y X 
We have, by (A) and (B): X(Y(ZW))+W(Y(XZ))-Y(X(ZW)) 
= X((ZW)Y)+W(Z(XY))-Y(X(ZW)) 
= X((ZW)Y)+(ZW)(XY)-Y(X(ZW)) = 0 
w 
(ii) Z [ Y ( XW) -X ( Y\<1) ] + W ( Y ( XZ ) ) = 0 with diagram ~· Z X a b y 
We have, by (A) and (B): Z[YCXW)-X(YW)]+W(Y(XZ)) 
= Y(Z(XW))+W(Y(XZ))-Z(~K- 1 <Y,W>X(Ea+Eb)) 
(iii) 
= Y(W(ZX))+W(Y(ZX))-~K~ 1 <Y,W>ZX = 0 
Z [ Y ( XW)- X ( YW)] +X ( Y ( ZW) ) = 0 
z w 
with diagram ~~ 
y 
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We have, by (A) and (B): Z[Y(XW)-X(YW)]+X(Y(ZW)) 
= Z[Y(XW)-X(YW)]+(ZW)(YX) = Z[Y(XW)-X(YW)]+Z(W(YX)) 
= Z[Y(WX)+W(YX)-X(YW)] = 0 
Four-term conditions: 
(i) Z[X(YW)-Y(XW)]+W[X(YZ)-Y(XZ)] = 0 with diagram ~ 
Here each bracket vanishes, by (A). 
(ii) Z(X(YW)-Y(XW)] +W(XCYZ)-Y(XZ)) = 0 with diagram 
Again each bracket vanishes, by (A). 
' 
~ 
y z 
X 
(iii) X(Y(ZW))-Y(X(ZW)) = Z[X(YW)-Y(XW)] with diagram 
--y--w--0 
Each side vanishes, by (A). z 
(iv) X(Y(ZW))-Y(X(ZW)) aQc with diagram 
= Z(X(YW))-W(Y(XZ)) 
b 
-1 { We have X(Y(ZW) )-Y(X(ZW)) = !K [<X,Y(ZW)> (Ea+Eb)-<Y,X(ZW)> Eb+Ec)] 
= !K- 1(XY,ZW)(E -E), by (25). And, by (A) and (25), we have 
a c 
-l . 
also Z(X(YW))-W(Y(XZ)) = !K [<Z,X(YWp (Ea+Ed)-<W,Y(XZ)~Ec+Ed)] 
- 1 -1 ( -
- 2 K < z w ' XY > E E ) • a c 
Six-term conditions: 
The identity (24) for the diagrams 
X y 
a<X::>c 
z b w 
and 
a 
xh\z 
bOc 
w 
First case: X(~W))-Y(X(ZW))-Z[X(YW)-Y(XW)]-W[X(YZ)-Y(XZ)] 
= !K- 1 {(X,Y(ZW)>(Ea+Eb)-<Y,X(ZW)>(Eb+Ec)-Z[<Y,W>X(Eb+Ec)] 
+ <Z, Y( XW)> (Ea +Eb) -<W, X(YZ )> (Eb +Ec) +W[ <X, Z> Y( Ea +EJJ} 
= ~K- 1 {<X,Y(ZW)>(E +Eb)-<Y,X(ZW)>(Eb+E )--41 K- 1 <Y,W><Z,X>(E +Eb) 
· a · c a 
+ <Z, Y( XW)> (Ea +Eb) -<W, X(YZ) >( Eb +Ec) +~K -I <X, Z> <W, Y> ( Eb +Ec)} 
-1 1 -1 
= ~K {[<X,Y(ZW)>+<Z,Y(XW)>-ij:K <X,Z><Y,W>]Ea 
- [ <Y, X ( ZW)>+<W, X (YZ) >:...tK -l<X,Z><Y, W> lEe 
+ [<X,Y(ZW)>-<Y ,X(ZW)>+<Z,Y(XW)>-<W,X(YZ)>]Eb} . 
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We have <X,Y(ZW)>+<Z,Y(XW)> = <Y,XCZW)>+<Y,Z(XW)> 
1 -1 1 -1 
= <Y,4K <X,Z>W> = ifK <X,Z><Y,W>, by (25) and (B). 
Similarly the second square bracket above vanishes. finally, 
<X,Y(ZW)> = <Y,X(ZW)> = <XY,ZW> and <Z,Y(X~.V)> = <W,X(YZ)>::: 
<YZ,XW>, by (25), so also the last square bracket vanishes. 
Second case: Y(X(ZW))+Z(X(YW))+W(X(YZ))-W(Y(XZ)) 
= ~ K-l {<X, ZW>Y(Ea +Eb) +Z [ <Y, W >X(Eb +EJ ]+<X, YZ>W(Ea +Eb) -<Y ,XZ>~.V( Eb +Ec)} 
= ~K-1H<X,ZW>Y+~<Y ,W>ZX+~<Y ,XZ>W-<Y ,XZ>W} 
1 - l 
= 4K {<W,XZ>Y-<Y,XZ>W+<Y,W>ZX}, using (25). We have to check if 
this e qua 1 s X ( Y ( Z W ) ) + Z ( Y ( XW ) ) . Now by (B) we have X(Y(ZW)) 
= X0K- 1 <Y,W>Z-WCYZ)] = kK- 1 <Y,W>XZ-XC\.V(Z¥)), so we have to check if 
Z(Y(XW))-X(W(ZY)) = tK- 1 {<W,XZ>Y-<Y,XZ>W}. Using (B) and (25), the 
left hand side equals {Z(Y(XW))+(XW)(ZY)}-{X(W(ZY))+(ZY)(XW)} 
= tK- 1 {<Z,XW>Y-<X,ZY>W} = tK- 1 {<W,XZ>Y-<Y ,XZ>~.V} . 
This completes the outline of the proof of the proposition. 
We have, by (21), a condition 
(C) wCE 1 ) = • • • = w(Ep) , where p = dimh = dim[, ,,].L . 
§4. Quasi-symmetry. 
Now let V = VCA,F) be a Siegel domain with self-adjoint (with 
respect to a g1ven 1nner product) and homogeneous cone n . Choose 
a basepoint E En as explained. Following Satake ([10]), V is 
called quasi-symmetric if the mappings T and R (see (8) and (16)) 
satisfy the condition 
( Q) T L FfJ., v) = F ( R1 u, v) + F ( u, R1 v) 'v' u, v 
for all L E space where n lies. 
In our case this means 
1 8 . 
Since jRLu = RLju , we see that CQ) is equivalent to, ln our case: 
( Q 1 ) T L [ u , vJ = [ RL u, vJ + [ u , RL vJ V u, v , L . 
Now [jL,[u,vJJ = [[jL,u],v]+[u,[jL,v]J means, together with (8) 
and (16), that CQ 1 ) is equivalent to 
CQ") (adjL) 1 [u,v] = [(adjL) 1 u,v]+[u,(adjL) 1 v] Vu,v,L. 
Condition ( Q 1 ) is satisfied for L = Ek , by ( 4) and ( 11 ) , since 
Now let Lab € ~ 1 (a +a ) , a< b . 
2 a b 
We use (19) and 
( 2 6) (ad j L) 1 ( L u 1 ) = (ad j L b) 1 u € { 1 1 a a 2ab 
which follows by taking inner product and observing the form of 
the roots. Noting that in the decomposition 
+k~m{[uk,vmJ+[um,vkJ} we have [u1 ,v1 J € {a1 and 
[uk,v ]+[u ,vkJ € " 1 ( + ) , we see that CQ") for Lab means: 
m m 2 ak am 
CQi) 
(Qii) (ad jLab) 1 [u ,v ] = [(ad jLab) 1u ,v ] + [u ,(ad jLab) 'v ] € k, ( + ) 
a a a a a · a 2 aa ab 
(Qiii) 
Putting vb = 0 ln (i) and v = 0 ln (iii) shows that (i) and (iii) m 
are equivalent to the condition 
"" (A) 
"" Lemma 1 : Condition (A) is always satisfied for m > b . 
Proof. 1 ) m = b 
<[jLab'Eb],[ub,vaJ> = <Lab'[ub,va]> = w[jLab'[ub,va]] = 
w[[jLab'ub],vaJ, where we used (6). Further, letting 
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[ub,(adjLab) 1 va] = ).Eb, we have <Eb,[ub,(adjLab) 1 v) > = 
Aw[jEb,Eb] = Aw(Eb) = w[ub,(adjLab) 1 va] = -w[j 2 ub,(adjLab) 1 va) = 
·-<jub,(adjLab)lva> = -<[jLab'jub] ,va> = -<j[jLab'ub] ,va> = 
w [ [ j Lab' ub] 'v a] 
2) m > b • For Y E ( it follows from axiom~I)that bm ~(ab+am) 
And by (12) we have j[jYbm'um] = [jYbm'jumJ . 
a calculation similar to the above shows that 
Using this and (27), 
<Yb , (ad j L b) 1 [ u , v ] > = w [ [ [ j L b , j Yb ] , u ] , v J = 
m a m a a m m a 
= <Yb , [ u , (ad j L b) 1 v J > . m m a a For instance, to prove the second 
equality, one needs to know that [ jYb , (ad j L b) 1 v J = 0 , which 
m a a 
q.e.d. 
Now since (adjL b)E E ,,( + ) 
a a 2 aa ab , we have for Y E ~ ab ~(aa+ab) 
observing that [jL b'y b]E ~ , 
a a aa 
that <Y b,(adjL b) 1 E > = a a a 
<[jLab'yabJ ,Ea> = w[jEa,[jLab'yab]J 
Hence, 1n analogy to (6), 
(28) for 
In the above condition CQii) we write [ua,va] = AEa 
(28) one sees that 
Then by 
w[u ,v] = Aw(E) =AK, 
a a a 
(see (21)), it follows that (Qii) is equivalent to 
(Qiv) -1 J K w([u ,v ))Lab= [(adjLab) 1 u ,v ]+[u ,(adjLab) 1v Vu ,v ,Lab. aa aa a a aa 
-1, 12 Putting here ua = JV a , we get a left hand side equal to K va Lab. 
2 0. 
Hence we have the 
Corollary 1. If 1)( n, F) lS indecomposable and quasi-symmetric, 
then 
We need 
Lemma 2. 
implies (, ( + ) = 
2 a.a a.b 
and 
Proof: Left hand side equals <[jYab'vb]'va> = w[j[jYab'vb]'va] 
= w[[jY b,jvb],v J = w[jY b,[jvb,v ]] = <Y b,[jvb,v ]> usinS (12) a a a a a · a 
and because [jYab'va] = 0 since ~(a.a-a.b)+~a.a is no root. q.e.d. 
Now (Qiv) is equivalent to 
( 2 9) 
The right hand side is <[j2(adjL b) 1v ,u ] - [j 2(adjL b) 1u ,v ] ,Yab>, 
a a a a a a 
so, by Lemma 2, (Qiv) is equivalent to 
(30) 
and (adjY b~P tt" a 71 : u lng ~-~Y <, > is 
( 31 ) 
K- 1w[u ,v ]<Lab,Y b> = <j(adjLab) 1v ,(adjY b) 1u > 
a a a a a a 
then, since (adjLab)~commute with 
j-invariant, we see that (30) implies 
K- 1 1 v 1 2 <L b'y b> = 2<(adjLab) 1v , (adjYab) 1V > Vv ,L b . a a a a a aa 
Conversely, polarization shows that (31) implies 
-1 
K <u , v > <L b, Y b > = <(ad j L b) 1 u , (ad j Y b) 1 v > a a a a a a a a 
+ <(ad j L b) 1 v , (ad j Y b) 1 u > 
a a a a 
j , and 
21 • 
Replacing here va by JVa, we get back to (30), which lS 
therefore equivalent to (31). 
In (31) we put Yab =Lab, and get the condition 
(Qv) K - 1 iv !2 !L bl 2 = 2l(ad]·L,~")'v 12 f E' L p b a a a.u a or va ~aa' abE ~~(aa+ab)' >a' 
or, equivalently, 12;"! L b l- 1 (ad j L b) ' : fi. 1 
a a 2aa lS an isometry 
into if Lab * 0 • 
Conversely, if (Qv) holds, then polarization in Lab gets us back 
to (31), which is therefore equivalent to (Qv). So (Qii) is equi-
valent to (Qv). Now in [9], p. 61, we see that 
/2;"!L b!- 1adjL b: t 1 -+ ' 1 is an isometry into 
a a 2ab 2aa ln general. 
So dim k 1 < dim ( 1 for a < b if 2ab - 2aa 
(Qv) we have dim l 1 < 2aa -
dim ( 1 = dim {_21 ab 2aa 
this equality, then 
if 
ln that 
Under 
case, hence (Qv) implies 
Conversely, if we have 
is an isometry 
onto for Lab * 0 , and hence, taking transpose, we get (Qv). So 
(Qii) is equivalent to 
(Qvi) if 
If V lS indecomposable, then the usual argument (that gave us 
the base point E) shows that (Qvi), and hence (Qii), are equivalent 
to 
,.,. 
(D) dim~, lS independent of k . 2ak 
We have 
"' Lemma 3. If Vis indecomposable and satisfies condition (D), then 
,.,. 
(A) implies (A) if U * ( 0) . 
2 2 • 
Proof: By Remark 1 following Proposition 1 we have to check (A) 
in four cases. They are all similar, so consider the case 
a < ~ < d , with X € £ 1 ( ) , Y € ~ 1 ( ) Z € fl. 1 ( ) 
2 aa+ab 2 ac+ab 2 ac+ad 
"' Now ~ * (0) and (D) together with Corollary 1, (which is just a 
consequence of (Qiv), hence of (D)), show that we can check with 
Then, using (A): 
4X(Y2) = [jX, (adjZ)' [uc ,ub]] = [jX, [ (adjZ) 'uc ,ub]] = [(ad jZ) 'uc, [jX,ub]] and 
4(XY)Z = (adjZ)'[jX,[uc,ub]] = (adjZ)'[uc,[jX,ub]] = [(adjZ)'uc,[jX,ub]J. 
q.e.d. 
We now recall the definition of quasi-symmetry. A Siegel 
domain V(n,F) is called quasi-symmetric if n is homogeneous 
(i.e. if G(n) 1s transitive on n ), if n is self-adjoint with 
respect to some inner product <,> on the space containing n , and 
if the mappings T and R , defined earlier, satisfy the condition 
(Q), where T and R are defined with respect to a base point 
~ € n with the (above mentioned) property that 
X' being the transpose with respect to <,>. 
Remarks. (1) If A> 0, then A~ 1s just as good a base point 
as ~ , and, by their definitions, T and R are replaced by 
and ~R , still satisfying (Q) if T and R do. 
lT 
A 
(2) It is known ([4],[5]) that V(n,F) is indecomposable if and 
only if n is indecomposable. The indecomposable, homogeneous, 
self-adjoint cones are known (see for instance [13] ), and using, 
for instance, their description, it is easy to see that for such a 
cone we have the situation that the stability subgroup of Gl(n) at 
a point x € n has exactly the fixpoint set {AX I A > 0} 1n n . 
This remark is used in the next lemma. 
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Lemma 4. If n 1s an indecomposable, homogeneous cone that is 
self-adjoint with respect to two inner products <,>1 and <,>2 
on the space V containing n , then there exists an element 
1)! E Gl ( n) taking one product to the other. 
Proof: Each product <' >. J defines a base point E; • E n , and we J 
normalize them so that <£;. ,£;. >. = 1 . 
J J J 
Since n is homogeneous 
there is an element 4' E Gl ( n) such that Let K. 
J 
be the stability subgroup of Gl(n) at £;. , and let 4'* be the 
J 
transpose of 4J with respect to both products, i.e. 
Also observe that the transpose K! 
J 
of K. 
J 
with respect to <' >. J 
equals K. • 
J 
We have if and only if 
4Jg4J -I E K2 , and taking transpose, we have g 1 E K1 if and only if 
4'*- 1 g 1 4'* E K2 , where g 1 is transpose of g with respect to <, >1. 
Replacing g 1 by g , we have g E K1 if and only if 4'*- 1 g(l)* E K2 • 
So if and only if ,..., ,..., *-1 * g E K2 • (Replace g by g =4' g(l) ) . ·. 
Also observe that 4'* E Gl ( n) s1nce x En , y E Q-.... {0} implies 
<4J*x,y>1 = <x,(l)y>2 > 0 since 4'Y E 0 '{0} and n is self-adjoint 
with respect to <, >2 • So, since n 1s also self-adjoint with 
respect to <' >l 
' 
we see that (l)*x En 
have )t'Kl1'-l * -1 *-1 4'*K 4'*-1 We = 4' (l)K 4' 4' = 1 2 
Kll)!(E;l) -1 lj!Kl£;1 1)!(£;1) = l)!Kll)! 1)!(£;1) = = . 
is symmetric with respect to <,>1 s1nce 
Then also "f := 4'*4' E Gl ( n) . 
= K1 by the above. So 
By Remark (2) above we see 
Further t- 11)! 
* <4' (l)U, v >1 = <(l)u ,(l)v >2 = 
Also elements of K1 are orthogonal transformations 
with respect to <, >1 . Hence, writing t- 11)! in canonical form 
with blocks equal to ±1 , -sine] cose along the diagonal, and zerosi 
elsewhere, the symmetry of implies that e = ± 1 , and hence 
t- 11)! is diagonal with eigenvalues ±1 • 
-1 . 
= t <(l)u ,(l)u >2 > 0 if u * 0 , so all e1genvalues are equal to 1 , 
24. 
l.e. * <.P <.P = t Id . 
<u,v>1 for u,v E V . q.e.d. 
This proof was supplied by Harald Hanche-Olsen. (The lemma is 
probably well known.) 
Now a bounded, homogeneous domain V lS biholomorphic to some 
homogeneous S,iegel domain V(n,F) , and V is called quasi-sym-
metric if V(n,F) is quasi-symmetric. This definition is indepen-
dent of the choice V(n,F) of representation of V , because of 
the 
Uniqueness Theorem (Kaup-Matsushima-Och!ai) ([6]). Two Siegel 
domains V(n,F) and V(n' ,G') with n cV, n' cV' , F:UxU + V(£, 
F' :U'xU' + V~ are biholomorphic if and only if there exist a real 
linear isomorphism <,p:V + V' and a complex linear isomorphism 
1/J:U + U' such that <,p(n) = n' and <.Pa::F(u,v) = F'(l/Ju,l/Jv). 
We need a lemma proved in [13]: 
Lemma 5. If V(n,F) is an indecomposable, quasi-symmetric Sieg~l 
domain, then n is self-adjoint with respect to the Bergman metric 
on V( n, F) , (which exists; see also the above uniqueness theorem), 
restricted to the space V containing n , considered as a subspace 
of the tangent space at (i~,O) , where ~ is a base point (of 
usual type) in .n. 
(Actually the lemma was not checked in [13] for the case of the 
exceptional, symmetric tube domain over the cone of positive defin-
ite symmetric 3x3-matrices with Cayley mim~er entries.) 
Finally, we need a condition on the spaces f ~ (ak+am) 
(D) dk := I: dim ~ 1 ( ) l::f:k 2 a1+ak lS independent of k. 
_I 
2 5. 
Remarks: ( 1 ) If p , the number of Ek' s , equals 
dim ~ 1 ( + ) 2 al ak 
3 , then (D) 
is equivalent to the statement that is independent 
of l,k,(l*k). 
(2) Another condition that is always satisfied by the dimensiohs, 
is: If k < 1 < m , and {. 1 ( + ) and ~ 1 ( + ) are both non-2 ak al 2 al am 
.z;ero, then dim,, 1 ( + ) > max{ dim { 1 ( + ) , dim ft 1 ( + ) } . 2 ak am - 2 ak al 2 al am 
This follows from [9], p. 61, (but is not needed here). 
We have 
Lemma 6. If n is indecomposable, and self-adjoint with respect 
to <,>,then (D) is satisfied. 
Proof. By the Vinberg-Koecher theorem ([11]), mentioned earlier, 
we have that n is also self-adjoint with respect to the trace 
product (X,Y) := trAXY gotten from the Jordan structure. (See 
also [ 1] , 
w( [jE,E]) 
p • 3 2 3 ) • So we 
p 
= I: w [ j Ek , Ek] 
k=1 
can apply Lemma 4. We have <E,E> = 
p 
= I: w(Ek) = PK, (see (21)). Hence 
k=1 
e : = E/ ~ is a unit vector with respect to <, > . Similarly 
(E,E) = trAE = dim(=: d, so e := E/ld is a unit vector with 
respect to ( , ) . By (the proof of) Lemma 4, there is q>€Gl(n) 
such that q>e = e and (q>X,q>X) = <X,X> for all X € { Letting 
ll : = ld/pK , we have lli.P € Gl ( n) and lli.Pe = e , and hence lli.P and 
l1- 1q>- 1 are orthogonal transformations with respect to <,>. So 
that (X,X) 
2 -1 -1 -1 -1 2 
= ll <ll q> X, ll q> X> = ll <X, X> . Now for 
+ I: Lk , we k<m m 
p 2 
= I: s 1 oCE1 ) 1=1 
have, by the calculation preceeding (24), 
1 
-
1 ~ { I: J L I 2 I: I L I 2 } ( E ) with 
+2K 1=1 k<l kl +k>l lk a 1 ' 
oCE1 ) = 1 + ~ I: dim ~ 1 ( + ) . Similarly <X,X> = w( [jX,X]) = k*l 2 a1 ak 
p . . p p 2 
w ( [ I: s l J E l + I: J Lk , I: s l E l + I: Lk ]) = I: s l w ( E l ) + I: w ( [ j T. , T" ] ) 1 = 1 k < m m 1 = 1 k < m m 1 = 1 k < m -km -km 
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p 2 2 f 
= K I: s 1 + I: I Lk I , s l n c e w ( tt 1 ( + ) ) = 0 . 1=1 k<m m 2 ak am (Indeed 0 = 
<Ek,Lkm> = w([jEk,Lkm]) = !w(Lkm) ). So we have from (X,X) = 
fe.J. J.l 2 <X,X> that cr(E1 ) = J.l 2 K = % 'v'l , which gives us (D). 
Remark. This is all we get; the rest of the identity (X,X) = 
2 J.l <X, X> is then satisfied if 2 = jJ K • 
We can now put everything together. 
Theorem 1. Let V be an indecomposable, bounded, homogeneous 
domain, and let it be described by the normal j-algebra 
Then V is quasi-symmetric if and only if 
satisfies the conditions (A),(A),(B),(C),(D) and (D). 
If"\,( * (0), then we can skip (A), and if 1..( = (0), i.e. in the 
case of a tube domain, then (A) is void, of course, as is (D). 
Proof. Only if: By Lemma 5 this follows from the earlier mentioned 
Vinberg-Koecher theorem ([11]), (21), Proposition 1, the above 
,..... 
description of condition (D), and Lemma 6. 
If: By the earlier considerations (A) and (D) imply (Q) (with re-
spect to <, >, the metric inherited from the Bergman metric), 
while Proposition 1 says that (A), (B) and (C) imply a compact 
Jordan structure on { By [1], Ch. XI, there is the open convex 
cone n ' which is the component of the set of invertible elements 
of { that contains E , and 0 is homogeneous with respect to 
r ( {.) 0 , the identity component of the structure group of { By 
[1], p. 289, the Lie algebra of r(() 0 lS 
D( {) is the set of derivations of { and 
D (f.. ) + A ( f. ) , where 
A( C) is the set of 
translations AX:Y + XY of { with X E cf... Also [D({) ,D('()] cD((), 
[D({) ,A(.e)J cA(() and [A({) ,A('f')] cD(f) . By the construction of 
27. 
the Jordan algebra we have AX= TX = ~{adjX+(adjX)'}, and one 
checks easily, on the basis of the multiplication table for ( 
that DX : = ~{adjX- (adjX) '} € DC{) for all X€(. Hence 
ad jX€ DC{) +A({) for all XEe and rl := j 0 E c r(.f) 0 E ,.... 
' 
so = rl 
,.... ,.... 
It rema1ns to see that rl = rl and that rl lS self-adjoint with 
respect to <, > . Unfortunately [Lie algebra of 9o, DC()] is not 
zero 1n general, but we can argue as follows: By [9], p. 70, we 
have rl = {Y E{lwCgY) > 0 Vg € 90 }. (Actually Pyatetskii-Shapiro 
says rl = {Y EflwCgY) > 0 Vg € 90 }, but this author is only able to 
see the first version.) Now ~ = {X 2 1 X e{} , by [1], p. 323, and 
if g E y0 , then g ErC{) 0 by the above, so gX 2 = z2 some Z€~. 
p 2 p 2 
If Z = I: s 1E1 + I: Lk , then w(Z ) = I: s 1 wCE1 ) + 1=1 k<m m p 1=1 
~K- 1 I: ILk I 2 Cw(Ek)+w(E )) = K I: s 12 +I: _ILk 12 ~0 since k<m m m 1=1 K<m m 
w(~,( + )) X2 En ;::::. = 0 for k<m. So 
' 
1.e. rl c rl . Since 
2 ak am 
the cones are open and convex, we see that "' rl = rl . Further, by 
[1],p.323, 
,.... 
self-adjoint with respect to ( ' ) n lS 
Letting crCE1 ) := 1 + ~ I: dim it, ( + ) , we put, using condition (D), k*l 2 ak a1 
J..l 2 = crCE1 )K- 1, which is independent of 1. By the calculation in 
p 2 -1 p 2 2 
Lemma 6, we have (X,X) = I: s1 oCE1 ) +~K I: {I: 1Lk1 1 +I: IL1kl }oCE1 ) 1=1 1=1 k<l k>l 
2 p 2 2 2 p 
= J..l { K I: s 1 + I: ILk I } = J..l <X ,X> for X = I: s 1E1 + I: Lk . Hence 1=1 k<m m 1=1 k<m m 
( ' ) and <,> are proportional, and so "' rl = rl is self-adjoint 
also with respect to <, > . q.e.d. 
Remarks: (1) In particular, for an indecomposable, symmetric 
domain, the condition (C) is satisfied. This was proved by d'Atri 
([3]), also us1ng j-algebras. 
(2) The above proof rests, among other thipgs, on Lemma 5, which, 
according to the remark following it, has not been checked for the 
exceptional Cayley cone. 
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